
Slip Grinding Machine
WALTHER-TROWAL CM 605

Sorry the machine has been sold already!

 
stock-no.: 0800024
type of machine: Slip Grinding Machine
make: WALTHER-TROWAL
type: CM 605
year of
manufacture:

2019 überholt

type of control: conventional
country of origin: Germany
storage location: Leipzig 1
delivery time: immediately
freight basis: EXW, free on truck unpacked
price: on request

technical details
batch weight:
total volume: 600 l
external diameter: 1600 mm
Work tank width: 400 mm
working tank upper edge: 1500 mm
revolution per minute: 1000/1500 U/min
total power requirement: 4,0 kW
weight of the machine ca.: 1200 kg
dimension machine approx.LxWxH: 2,45 x 1,7 x 1,74 m
height: bei geöffnetem Deckel: ca. 3400 mm

additional information
Aapplication area: deburring, grinding,radiusing, general parts cleaning, de-scaling, de-greasing and polishing of punched, cast, forged, forged
and sawn parts as well as machined (cutting operation milling, turning etc.) parts.
For the application of sensitive small parts up to massive , robust big parts.

technical details:
- working tank width / height : 440/600mm
- abrasive body removal plug Ø 200mm, height 500mm
- with waste water run out on the bottom
- air pressure and water connection in the upper part of the tank 2x 3/8 " with hose connection
- cover: open/close electric pneumatic , jib length arm 1200mm, cover Ø 1700 x 250mm (clamping plate in the picture not including delivery
scope!)
- operational time pre adjustable
- without separator unit

equipment:
- control panel

Internal space has been newly coated by a specialist.
Clamping plate is not included in the delivery scope.
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Slip Grinding Machine
WALTHER-TROWAL CM 605

Machine can be demonstrated under power.
i.D.
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